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to be gained. Kipling has recognized the principle of repeti-
tion with conspicuous success in his Just So Stories, where he
does not scruple to repeat situations and forms of words
exactly. " The great, grey-green, greasy Limpopo river, all set
about with fever trees," is indeed just a chorus, like the chorus
of a ballad, in which the audience is permitted and encouraged
to join; and a group of children to whom "The Elephant's
Child" is read will always chant this wonderful refrain when it
comes along.
Now the psychological explanation of the attraction of repe-
tition is the same in all cases: it is just the joy of mastery. In
the stories and ballads the audience, whether of children or
grown-ups, likes to take part, which the provision of repetition
or chorus enables it to do. In psychological language we say
that the instinct of self-assertion is at work. Repetition is the
easiest channel of self-assertion, and positive self-feeling is en-
gendered when something familiar occurs. No doubt the
highest forms of self-assertion are found in creative work, bur*
the average person is content to plod along, asserting himself
over his environment by doing again what he has done in the
past. / We all know the tiresome person who has an apt proverb
to deal with any situation that arises, whose cliche prevents him
from being overwhelmed though the heavens fall. And the
young child, since his mental and physical powers are limited,
naturally achieves much of his self-assertion in repeating the
familiar. Our innate tendency to repetition, then, has been
fostered in the interests of the self-assertive instinct.
The connexion between the two, however, is rather more
complex than this, for the one reacts on the other. It is true
that when we desire self-assertion we tend to repeat the
familiar, but in so doing we improve our powers by practice:
the activity that is repeated then becomes a better channel of
self-assertion and paves the way to a fuller self-realization. For
example, one would rather play a familiar game than a new
one, since positive self-feeling is more likely to be found in the
former; but the practice so obtained improves our playing of
that game, which in consequence becomes a better means than
ever of expressing an important part of ourselves. The reason

